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Sex determination in A. vulgare may be under the control of two maternally transmitted parasitic
sex factors (PSF) that reverse genetic males (ZZ) into functional neo-females. The first PSF is a
Wolbachia-like bacterium (F) and the other (f) is probably a sequence of the F bacterial DNA
unstably integrated into the host genome. In the Niort population (France), where these two PSF are
mixed, the frequency of neo-females harbouring f increased over a period of 23 years, at the
expense of neo-females harbouring F. As the maternal transmission to offspring is higher for F
than for f, the evolution of the F/f ratio disagrees with theoretical models involving a cytoplasmic
factor. We show that an autosomal masculinizing gene (M) allows a high rate of paternal transmission
off, which could explain the spread of this factor in the population.
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Introduction

Abnormal sex ratios (different from 1 d: 19), due to sex
determining mechanisms that are very different to
homo-heterogamety, are known in gonochoric animals
(L. D. Hurst, unpublished results). In two orders of
Crustacea, parasitic sex factors (PSF) override sex
factors carried by heterochromosomes. The term
'parasitic' must be understood in its broader sense, i.e.
as defined by Dogiel (1964), 'organisms which use
other living organism as their environment and relin-
quish to their host the task of regulating their relation-
ships with the external environment'. This term has
been extended to DNA sequences by Hickey(1982), in
a model for the origin of sex.

In both Amphipoda Gammarus duebeni and
Orchestia gammarellus, PSF are related to Protozoa,
and their main effect is to transform genetic males into
functional neo-females (Bulnheim, 1978; Ginsburger-
Vogel etal., 1980).

The most studied example of sex determination by
PSF is the terrestrial Isopoda Armadillidium vulgare
(pill-bug). In this crustacean, it has been shown experi-
mentally that sex is determined by a male homogamety
(ZZ) and a female heterogamety (WZ) (Juchault &
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Legrand, 1972). However, in most populations, female
sex is under the control of two distinct PSF, whose
effects are very close (review in Juchault & Legrand,
1989). The first is a symbiotic feminizing Wolbachia-
like bacterium (F) carried by females (Rigaud et a!.,
1991b). Bacteria are located in the cytoplasm of the
host cells, especially in oocytes, and are only trans-
mitted maternally. Their main effect is to reverse
genetic males (ZZ) into functional neo-females
(ZZ+ F), or sometimes into intersexes. These inter-
sexes are of two types: on the one hand female inter-
sexes (iF), which have a female physiology but possess
small male external characters, and, on the other, male
intersexes (iM), which are sterile and possess
developed male external characters. The second PSF
(named f) has the same feminizing properties and also
reverses genetic males into neo-females (ZZ +f). No iF
or iM intersexes are produced in progenies of such
neo-females. While f is primarily maternally trans-
mitted, paternal transmission has occasionally been
observed. Moreover, a f transmission by neo-males
(= ZZ +f neo-females experimentally reversed into
functional males) has been reported (Legrand &
Juchault, 1984). The precise nature of f remains
unknown, but experimental data suggest that it might
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be a sequence of F bacterial DNA integrated into the
host genome, with unstable behaviour (transposable
element?). On average, ZZ+ F and ZZ+fneo-females
produce highly female-biased broods, a consequence
of the high maternal PSF transmission.

In populations where F and f are present, there are
no genetic females and all individuals are genetic
males. Thus the female sex is determined solely by the
presence of PSF, and the sex ratio in these populations
is often female-biased (Juchault et al., 1980; Juchault &
Legrand, 1981a). In such populations, males are
mainly produced by genes of A. vulgare, which limit the
expression or the transmission of PSF. An autosomal
masculinizing gene (M) inhibits the expression off, and
partially that of F (Juchault & Legrand, 1976). This
dominant gene is responsible for the appearance of
another kind of intersex: functional males with female
genital apertures (dog). In addition, resistance genes
(R) of A. vulgare [like those defined by Werren (1987)]
allow ZZ + F neo-females to produce highly male
biased broods, possibly by decreasing the F trans-
mission (Rigaud & Juchault, 1992).

Legrand et a!. (1987) and Juchault & Legrand
(1989) proposed that the sex-determining mechanism
in A. vulgare is in permanent evolution. The beginning
of this evolution may correspond to the replacement of
the homo-heterogametic system by the F-determining
system, probably after a co-evolutionary process
involving a primitive pathogenic form of F bacteria and
its host. The F bacteria could have invaded popula-
tions due to its high transmission of offspring (near 80
per cent on average). Such a transmission could be
regarded as a selective advantage for F opposing the
sex factors carried by the W chromosome (Bull, 1983;
Rigaud, 1991). The transfer of part of the F DNA into
the host genome (=f), and the spread of this new sex
factor in populations, would be the final step of this
evolution. Consequently, sex determination under the
control of an ultimate parasite (a gene) would tend to
replace heterochromosomal sex determination.

The main question raised at this model is the follow-
ing: how can f sex determination replace F in popula-
tions? In experimental populations consisting of
genetic females and neo-females, it has been shown
that the spread of F into newly infected populations
occurs less often than the spread off, probably because
ZZ + F neo-females are disadvantaged with regard to
other types of females (higher mortality when young,
lower growth rate) (Juchault & Mocquard, 1989;
Rigaud, 1991). This could explain why f is more fre-
quent than F in wild populations. But in populations
where F and f are mixed, what is the evolution of the
system?

To try and answer this question, the evolution of sex-

determining mechanisms had to be followed for a long
period in a wild population where F and f are in
competition. For such a study, the population would
have to live in a stable and well-limited biotope. The
Niort population (France, Deux-Sèvres) fits these
criteria: it is located inside the surrounding walls of a
public college, so there are few exchanges with external
populations. The different kinds of sex factors have
already been quantified in this population in 1963 and
in 1973 (Juchault etal., 1980), and the study has shown
that all females are either ZZ +F or ZZ +f neo-
females. In 1986, a new sample was collected. The
composition of this population and its evolution over
these 23 years (i.e. 23 generations for this population)
were studied in the light of recent advances in our
understanding of PSF.

Materials and methods

Individuals were collected on the lawn inside the Niort
college, in May 1986.

Investigation of feminizing sex factors in females
from the wild population

Gravid females were reared on moistened soil in small
circular plastic boxes (diameter =8 cm), with food pro-
vided in excess (lime-tree leaves and carrots). The non-
gravid females were kept in a plastic tub with the
collected males for random mating, they were then iso-
lated after laying eggs into the incubating pouch. The
broods (F1) were thus representative of the female pro-
duction in this population. Immediately after birth, the
offspring were isolated from their mother in a wider
rectangular plastic box (26.5 X 13.5 X 6.5 cm) to avoid
mortality due to high densities. Offspring were sexed
16 weeks later and the males and the females were then
separated.

In order to obtain a sex ratio distribution, the off-
spring from all broods of each mother were added.
Progenies were distributed according to the male pro-
portion (= sex ratio) i.e. d + dog/total of offspring.
They were classified as female-biased (thely-
genous = T) or male-biased (arrhenogenous = AR) if
their sex ratio deviated significantly from 0.5 (X2-test,
P = 0.05). If they did not significantly differ from 0.5
they were classified as amphogenous (= A) (Vandel,
1941). A regression method was used to obtain a mean
male ratio (MMR) for a type of female (harbouring F
or f), and a comparison between types was made with
an analysis of covariance and the SnedecorF test. This
method has previously been described (Rigaud et a!.,
1991a).

A test was performed in order to ascertain the
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presence or the absence of F in the female tissues. The
test was based on the fact that a female harbouring F
cannot be masculinized by implantation of an
androgenic gland (which is responsible for the male
hormone synthesis), while genetic females or ZZ+f
neo-females are sensitive to this hormone (Juchault &
Legrand, 1981a).

Investigation of sex factors transmitted by the ma/es
from the F1

To investigate the frequency of transmission of the
masculinizing gene (M) or the f feminizing factor by
males from the Niort population, males from F1 were
paired with genetic females from a population free of
PSF (Nice, France). More than one male was tested for
each progeny when the progeny size was large and
arrhenogenous. The number of males tested was pro-
portional to the male proportion in these progenies,
and this number was representative of the males that
would have reproduced in the wild population. These
crosses and their products were called 'test' crosses and
'test' broods. Other tests were also performed in order
to determine the mode of transmission by males of the
f feminizing factor.

Results

Individuals (223) were collected in 1986:
63 d + 1489 + 9 iF+ 1 iM+ 2 dog. Eighty-one females
produced F1 progenies, which were classified accord-
ing to their percentage of males +males og (Fig. 1). The
F1 progenies had a clear female-biased distribution:
2578d+61669+402iF+96 iM+l29dog.

Feminizing sex factors in females from the wild
population

Implantation of an androgenic gland into mothers
showed that about 31 per cent of the females
harboured F bacteria. Most of these ZZ +F neo-
females gave thelygenous progenies (Table 1 and Fig.
1). Among the 56 females sensitive to male hormone,
46 produced progenies with a significantly biased sex
ratio (Table 1). The 10 other neo-females produced
amphogenous progeny when totalled over broods, but
seven females exhibited significantly different sex
ratios in successive broods: the first brood was gener-
ally thelygenous, then the male ratio increased in the
following broods. This phenomenon, called allelogeny,
has often been observed in progenies of ZZ +f neo-
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Fig. 1 Distribution of the F1 according
to their proportion of d +d og. ()
Progenies of females masculinized by
an androgenic gland. (o) Progenies of
females non-masculinized by an
androgenic gland. (0) Presence of iF or

iM intersexes in progeny. (•)Presence
of intersexed males (d og) in progeny.

h
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Table I Sex ratio of progenies in females experimentally masculinized or non-
masculinized by an androgenic gland

Progenies
MMR S.E.M.

n T A AR (%) F-test

Masculinized 56 34 10 12 36.7±3.8 F=20.04
females

Non-masculinized 25 23 2 0 9.7±2.6 (P<0.01)
females

n =Numberof females; T =thelygenousprogenies; A= amphogenous progenies;
AR =arrhenogenous progenies; MMR =meanmale ratio in progenies of the two
categories of females (an F testwas performed to compare these two MMR).

females (Legrand & Juchault, 1984). Thus, owing to
their biased sex ratios, it can be asserted that 53 of the
56 masculinized females were ZZ +f neo-females. As
Juchault et al. (1980) have demonstrated that genetic
females have disappeared in this population, it could
be suggested that the three masculinized females pro-
ducing amphogenous broods were ZZ +f neo-females,
and that amphogeny was probably a pseudo-ampho-
geny (i.e. amphogeny due to an f transmission of about
50 per cent).

The mean male ratios were significantly different
between the progenies of ZZ +F and ZZ +f neo-
females (Table 1).

Sex factors transmitted by ma/es from the F7

Forty-nine males from 33 F1 broods (28 F1 broods
from ZZ +f neo-females and five F1 broods from
ZZ + F neo-females) were paired with genetic females
('test' crosses) (Table 2). Thirty-one crosses were
amphogenous and devoid of intersexed males (dog).
They corresponded to crosses between genetic females
with males free of the masculinizing gene (M) and
feminizing factors. dog were found in 14 ZZ+f 'test'
broods and four ZZ + F 'test' broods. As these inter-
sexed males are individuals harbouring the masculini-
zing gene M, we can conclude that M was present in
the genome of their fathers. In theory, such a cross
would produce the following progeny (Rigaud, 1991):

dZZMrnx9 WZmn

- 1/4WZmm(9)+1/4WZMm(d ordog)

+1/4ZZmm(d)+ 1/4ZZMm(d).

However, most broods harbouring M had a female
proportion higher than the theoretical value of 1/4
(Table 2), both in 'test' broods from ZZ+f or ZZ+F
neo-females. In the crosses where males issued from
ZZ +f neo-females, there was a positive correlation

between the female ratio in the F1 broods and the
female ratio in the 'test' broods (r=0.66; P<0.01,
after the appropriate arcsine transformation of the
data). As the female ratio in 'test' broods never
exceeded 50 per cent, the interpretation of this correla-
tion would be that the higher the female ratio in F1, the
closer the female ratio in 'test' broods is to 50 per cent.
This surplus of females in 'test' broods could not be
produced by the WZ mothers which were free from
parasitic sex factors. Thus, it seems that the father
carried a factor capable of feminizing a part of his
offspring. Such a conclusion is only viable for males
harbouring M, as no sex ratio deviation was observed
in 'test' broods of males free from the M gene.

Further tests were performed, as follows.
1 In order to verify the transmission of a feminizing
factor in addition to the masculinizing gene, males from
the F1 brood IA 865 were paired with genetic females.
Fifteen dog were chosen as fathers because their inter-
sex status proved the presence of M in their genome.
Because they produced broods with an excess of
females compared with the theoretical proportion of
1/4 (Table 3), crosses showed that almost all these dog
transmitted a feminizing factor. Here again, the female
ratio never exceeded 50 per cent significantly.

If the hypothesis of a transmission of a feminizing
factor by the males is correct, two types of daughter
would be produced, as described in the following equa-
tion (where [*] represents the feminizing factor).

ZZMm [*](d or dog) WZmm[*](9)+ZZmm[*1(9)
x -.

WZmm(9) + WZMm [*](d or dog)
+ ZZ Mm [*1(d).

This cross could never have more than 50 per cent
of females, as in the experimental crosses. If the
feminizing factor was not transmitted, the proportion
of females would be near 25 per cent, which probably
occurred in two broods (Table 3).
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Table 2 Results of crosses d F1 x 9 WZ ('test' crosses). The d F1 issued from thef
strain (upper part of the table) or the F strain (lower part of the table)

Category of
d F1 x 9 WZ ('test')

9 in F1 brood
neo-female F1 number (%)

ZZ+f IA 828
IA 825
IA 845
IA 833
IA 858
IA 865
IA 875
IA 827
1A887
IA 822
1A855

85.1
80.7
71.4
68.9
63.9
63.8
62.8
60.5
57.7
55.8
47.4

1A894
IA 834

47.3
46.9

IA 826
IA 861
IA 817

46.8
45.8
44.4

IA 869
IA 820

42.9
40.2

IA 876
1A824

36.8
35.8

1A823 32.9

IA 890 31.5

1A829 25.0

1A847 20.9

IA 839
IA 846
IA 863

19.6
18.6

1.3

IA 856 1.0

ZZ+F 1A864
IA 831
IA 850
1A872
IA 835

89.3
78.8
63.6
62.7
52.8

d 9 dog
9 in 'test'
brood(%) x2

50 52 27 40.3 *
35 44 7 51.1 **
40 28 1 40.6
13 39 25 50.6 '°K

89 67 7 41.1
63 64 16 43.8 '
28 35 10 47.9
18 30 12 50.0 **
58 59 — A
48 45 — A
38 53 — A
54 56 — A
20 23 — A
47 59 — A
22 21 — A
49 33 8 36.0 ns
78 82 — A
44 46 — A
22 23 — A
21 17 — A
20 29 — A
43 27 — A

121 87 22 37.8 *
53 61 — A
85 71 — A
34 40 — A
27 28 — A
81 43 13 31.4 ns
17 50 25 54.3 **
74 73 — A
63 75 — A
23 25 — A
74 78 — A
63 71 — A

192 147 — A
26 31 — A
32 26 — A

107 41 17 24.8 ns
58 22 6 25.6 us
46 33 — A
34 27 — A
68 79 — A
52 55 — A

59 51 — A
118 43 24 23.2 ns
67 70 65 34.6 *
18 15 — A

101 38 1 26.2 ns
73 35 22 27.1 ns

In bold and italics: test' broods including d og (for these broods, x2wasperformed
to test the similarity of the female rate with the theoretical proportion of 1/4;
ns = non-significant; *P <0.05; **<0.01); A= Amphogenous sex ratio.
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Table 3 Distribution of sexual phenotypes in crosses
between d og of the F1 number IA 865 and genetic females
(WZ) of the Nice population

d og F1 X 9 WZ

9(%) x2d 9 dog

55 40 11 34.8 *
193 121 25 35.7 **
44 44 7 46.3 **
24 32 26 39.0 ns

108 106 22 44.9 **

47 42 7 43.7 **

63 46 3 42.1 '
44 31 15 34.4 ns
34 32 2 47.0 **

90 132 48 48.9
88 71 8 42.5 **

34 53 31 44.9 **

16 27 9 51.9
51 52 9 46.4
9 15 3 55.5 **

= test of similarity between the experimental female rate
and the theoretical proportion of 1/4; ns =non-significant;* <0.05; **<0.01.

Table 4 Distribution of sexual phenotypes in crosses
between males from the Nice population and females issued
from 'test' broods, in F and f strains

d ZZ x 9 'test'
Category of
the brood*d 9

Mothers issued from 'test'
brood number IA 850 (F strain)
22 28 A
46 47 A
19 29 A
67 13 AR
31 42 A
59 16 AR
20 40 T

Mothers issued from 'test'
brood number IA 890 (f strain)
75 3 AR
36 57 T
50 0 AR
44 37 A
44 54 A
20 23 A
68 5 AR
77 21 AR

*Determined after a X2-test. A= amphogenous;
AR = arrhenogenous; T= thelygenous.

2 Females from two 'test' broods, where an excess of
females have been observed, were paired with males
free of feminizing or masculinizing factors (Nice popu-
lation). These females were taken from broods of
ZZ+f and ZZ+ F neo-females (Table 4). None of the
broods carried dog, which confirms the genotype
[mm] of the parents. Approximately half of the broods
were not amphogenous, both in the f and in the F
strain. The only way to explain the arrhenogenous
broods (one of them was female-free) would be to
assume that some d ZZ X 9 ZZ crosses occur. Such ZZ
neo-females could have a female phenotype only in the
presence of a feminizing factor (F or f), but these neo-
females did not transmit this factor to their offspring.
On the contrary, some of their sisters produced
thelygenous broods. They could be the result of both
genetic females (WZ) or neo-females (ZZ), transmitting
a feminizing factor. The genotype of mothers produc-
ing amphogenous progenies was also ambiguous. It
could be the genotype of genetic females free from
feminizing factor, or that of neo-females transmitting
this factor to half of their offspring. However, the fact
that some females possessed a ZZ genotype and some
of their sisters produced thelygenous broods shows
that a feminizing factor was transmitted by their father
in both f and F strains. In all of these progenies,
females were masculinized by androgenic gland

Year of sample

Fig. 2 Characteristics of the Niort population in 1963, 1973
and 1986. Bars =percentages of d + d og in the wild popula-
tion(n=1478in1963,n281in1973andn223in
1986). Lines percentages of ZZ +F neo-females among
mothers in F1 broods (.) and percentages of F1 broods har-
bouringd og(n)(n63in 1963, n=79in 1973 and n=81
in 1986).

963 973 986
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implants. Thus the remaining factor they harboured
could only be the f factor.

Comparison of samples collected in 1963, 1973 and
1986 in the Niort population

This comparison was made from previous data
(Juchault et a!., 1980). The thelygenous sex ratio in the
wild population was relatively stable throughout these
23 years (Fig. 2)(x2 = 1.38; 2 d.f.; P = 0.50). The ZZ +F
neo-female ratio decreased rapidly between 1963 and
1973 (x2 14.4; P= 1.5 x 10-a), then more slowly
during the following years (x2=2.33; P=0.13). It
seems therefore that the f factor tended to spread in the
population to the detriment of the F bacteria (Fig. 2).
At the same time, the proportion of broods harbouring
dog greatly increased during the 1973—1986 period
(x2 = 16.7; P=4.3 x 10), although it had been stable
during the preceding 10 years (x2=0.49; P=0.48)
(Fig. 2). As this proportion is the expression of the
presence of the M gene, the presence of this gene in the
population was greater in 1986 than it was in the pre-
ceding years.

Discussion

The f factor tended to replace the F bacteria as the
main sex-determining factor in the Niort population
during the period 1963—1986. The decrease in F is
paradoxical considering that, on average, ZZ +F neo-
females produced more thelygenous broods than
ZZ +fneo-females. Theoretical models computed by
Bull (1983) and Taylor (1990) show that when two
feminizing parasitic sex factors (PSF) are in competi-
tion, the female category that produces the most
thelygenous progenies spreads in the population. The
PSF they harbour then becomes the main sex factor. In
the Niort population, however, the less productive
factor became predominant. In other populations
where the two feminizing factors are present, the f
factor is always the most frequent (Juchault & Legrand,
1981 a and unpublished data).

The high frequency of the M gene is an explanation
for the weak thelygeny of the ZZ +f neo-females in
1986. M is a gene which efficiently prevents the
expression of the f factor, and induces the production
of males in broods of ZZ+fneo-females. This mascu-
linizing gene is less efficient against the F bacteria, and
its main effect is to induce the production of iF or iM
intersexes in the broods of ZZ + F neo-females
(Legrand et a!., 1974; Rigaud, 1991). Taylor (1990)
showed that an autosomal gene repressing a strong
feminizing factor must be selected in a thelygenous
population, in order to avoid too small a male ratio. In

the Niort population, the increase in the M masculini-
zing gene came logically after the increase in the f
feminizing factor against which this gene is efficient.

However, we have shown that in the f strain, 83 per
cent of males harbouring M carried f and transmitted
this factor to a part of their offspring. In such males, f
expression could have been inhibited by M, whereas f
transmission could still have been possible. The correl-
ation between the proportion of females in the F1 pro-
genies and the proportion of females in the 'test'
broods strengthens this hypothesis. As we saw in the
'test' crosses, individuals harbouring M were hetero-
zygous for this gene. Thus, in males with a [Mm] geno-
type, some [Zm] +fspermatozoids should be produced
and should be able to transmit the active form of f. The
M gene, which seems to be a gene selected against fin
populations, might enhance the transmission of the f by
allowing it to use the paternal route. Such a paternal
transmission of f has been observed by Legrand &
Juchault (1984) in another population but with a lower
frequency. Males harbouring M and transmitting f have
also been observed in the Niort F strain. This pheno-
menon may be explained by the hypothesis of Juchault
& Legrand (1989): the F bacteria should be able to
transfer a part of its genetic information (transposon or
plasmid) into its host genome (the DNA sequence
transferred should include genes responsible for the
feminizing properties, i.e. the inhibition of male genes).
In such a condition, oocytes of ZZ + F neo-females
might harbour the f factor. As f inhibits the male
factors of the Z chromosome, eggs harbouring f
develop a female phenotype, unless its genome har-
bours M. In this case, the sexual differentiation leads to
a male or a dog capable of transmitting f as described
before.

However, the f factor carried by males seems to be
poorly transmitted by their daughters. This pheno-
menon has been observed by Juchault & Legrand
(1984) in crosses between individuals from two distinct
populations, which is the case in our experiments. A
decrease in the f maternal transmission was also
observed when individuals from different populations
were mated (Juchault & Legrand, 1976). These results
suggest that a genetic mechanism could favour the
transmission of the ffactor.

From these observations, and relying on the evolu-
tion model proposed by Juchault & Legrand (1989),
the evolution of the f and F factors, when they are in
competition in a wild population, could be drawn as
follows. The appearance and the maintenance of F
bacteria in a population free from PSF could be the
beginning of this evolution. The transfer of a part of the
bacterial genetic information in the genome of the host
would appear relatively frequently in such a population
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but this transfer would be masked by the presence of F.
If F is maintained in the population, the spread of this
factor could be ineluctable, so the population would
evolve toward thelygeny (Rigaud etal., 1992). As soon
as the increase in thelygeny occurs, the regulation of F
transmission by resistance genes (R) would be pro-
gressively selected (Rigaud & Juchault, 1992). Oocytes
free from F would then induce both the appearance of
males, when f is not transferred, and the appearance of
ZZ+f neo-females when this transfer occurs. At the
same time, genetic females should progressively be eli-
minated by the two categories of neo-females, owing to
the high transmission of PSF. The Niort population in
1963 could correspond to a population in which the
disappearance of genetic females was relatively recent
because F was the majority. The selection of the M
gene would occur later in the fstrain according to a fre-
quency-dependent model. However, even if the pres-
ence of M induced the appearance of male phenotypes,
the feminizing factor could always be present in these
males and could be transmitted as described before.
Such males carrying f and M could then mate with alle-
logenous ZZ+f neo-females or ZZ+ F neo-females
carrying R genes. The synergetic effects of M and R
genes could then enhance the number of individuals
transmitting f. This phenomenon might explain why f
increased in the population, although the f transmis-
sion by the maternal route could be lower than the F
transmission. Furthermore, other phenomena, such as
the competitive load of the ZZ+ F neo-females
(Rigaud, 1991), could enhance the decrease in F and
facilitate f spreading.

Thus, f seems to be able to eliminate F in popula-
tions where these two factors are in competition. In a
way, when F bacteria transfers thef factor into its host
genome, it commits suicide. In such a population, the f
factor is destined to become the unique sex factor
allowing female differentiation. This has been observed
in other populations. However, such a process cannot
be extended to all populations. Other evolutionary pat-
terns might occur, owing to the great diversity in the
composition of A. vulgare populations (Juchault &
Legrand, 198 la,b; unpublished data).
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